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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to optimise the acquisition and reconstruction for SPECT with 111In- 

pentetrotide with the iterative reconstruction software OSEMS. For 111In-pentetrotide SPECT, 

the uptake in the tumour is usually high compared to uptake in normal tissue. It may, however, 

be difficult to detect small tumours with the SPECT method because of high noise levels and the 

low spatial resolution. The liver is a common region for somatostatin-positive metastases, and to 

visually detect small tumours in the liver, as early as possible, is important for an effective 

treatment of the cancer disease. 

The study concentrates on the acquired number of projections, the subset size in the OSEM 

reconstruction and evaluates contrast as a function of noise for a range of OSEM iterations. The 

raw-data projections are produced using Monte Carlo simulations of an anthropomorphic 

phantom, including tumours in the liver. Two General Electric (GE) collimators are evaluated, 

the extended low-energy general-purpose (ELEGP) and the medium energy general-purpose 

(MEGP) collimator. Three main areas of reconstruction are investigated. First the 

reconstructions are performed for so called full time scans with the acquisition time used 

clinically. Also the effect of performing the examination in half-time or with half the injected 

activity is evaluated with the most optimal settings gained from the full time scans for both 

collimators. In addition images reconstructed without model-based compensation are also 

included for comparison. 

This study is a continuation of a previous study on 111In-pentetrotide SPECT where collimator 

choice and model-based compensation were evaluated for a cylindrical phantom representing 

small tumours in liver background. As in the previous study, ELEGP proved to be the better 

collimator. For ELEGP, the most optimal setting was 30 projection angles and a subset size of 6 

projections in the OSEM reconstruction, and for MEGP optimal setting was 60 projections and 4 

subsets. The difference between the different collimator settings were, however, rather small 

but proven significant. For both collimators the half-time scan including model-based 

compensation was better compared to the full-time reconstructions without model-based 

compensation. 
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Sammanfattning  

 

Optimering av bildinsamling samt rekonstruktion för 111In-

pentetrotide SPECT 

 

Syftet med detta arbete är att optimera insamlandet samt rekonstruktionen utav medicinska 

bilder skapade med 111In-pentetreotide SPECT med hjälp av rekonstruktions mjukvaran OSEMS.  

För 111In-pentetreotid är upptaget i levertumörer vanligtvis högt jämfört med upptaget i 

omgivande frisk vävnad. Men det kan dock vara svårt att upptäcka små tumörer med SPECT på 

grund av den höga brusnivån och låga spatiala upplösningen. Levern är en vanlig region för 

somatostatin-positiva metastaser och för en effektiv behandling av cancersjukdomen är det 

viktigt att detektera små tumörer i levern så tidigt som möjligt.  

Under arbetet varieras vissa parametrar så som antalet projektioner och storleken på 

rekonstruktionsdelmängder, och kontrast som funktion av brus utvärderas för ett intervall av 

OSEM-iterationer. Rådata skapas med hjälp av Monte Carlo-simuleringar av ett 

människoliknande fantom med utplacerade levertumörer. Två typer av General electric (GE)  

kollimatorer utvärderas, extended low energy general purpose (ELEGP) och medium energy 

general purpose (MEGP).  Tre huvudområden inom rekonstruktionen utreds. Först utförs 

rekonstruktion av fulltidsstudier, varje projektionsbild har ett konstant tidsintervall och den 

totala mättiden överensstämmer med vad som används kliniskt. Utav fulltidsstudierna väljs de 

bästa inställningarna och effekten av att utföra undersökningen för halva projektionstiden 

undersöks. Dessutom rekonstrueras bilderna utan modellbaserade korrektioner.  

Denna studie är en fortsättning på en tidigare studie om 111In-pentretotide SPECT där 

kollimatorval, filterparametrar samt modellbaserade korrektioner utvärderades för ett 

cylindriskt fantom som företräder små tumörer i lever-bakgrund. Liksom i den tidigare studien 

visade sig ELEGP vara den bättre kollimatorn. För ELEGP, var den mest optimala inställningen 

30 projektionsvinklar och en delmängdsstorlek av 6 grupper i OSEM-rekonstruktionen. För 

MEGP var den optimala inställningen 60 projektioner och en delmängdsstorlek på 4 grupper. 

Skillnaden mellan de inbördes undersökta inställningarna var ganska liten men en signifikant 

skillnad kunde uppvisas mellan kollimatorerna. För båda kollimatorerna var fulltidsstudierna 

med modellbaserade korrektioner bättre än fulltidsstudierna utan modellbaserad korrektion.  
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Abbreviations  

CDR Collimator Detector Response 

CT Computer Tomography 

ELEGP Extended Low Energy General Purpose 

ESSE Effective Source Scatter Estimation 

FOV Field of View 

GE General Electric 

MEGP Medium Energy General Purpose 

MLEM Maximum-likelihood expectation maximisation 

OSEM Ordered Subset Expectation Maximisation 

OSEMS Image Reconstruction software developed by John Hopkins University, USA 

PET Positron Emission Tomography 

PSF Point Spread Function 

ROI Region of Interest 

VOI Volume of Interest 

SNR Signal to Noise ratio 

SPECT Single Photon Emission Computer Tomography 

SRF Scatter Response Function 
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BACKGROUND 

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
At a first glance the field of nuclear medicine seems to be a fairly new subject, and searching on 

the internet provides advanced body scans with specialized colour schemes, as can be seen in 

figure 1. Nuclear medicine often seems directly linked to the era of computer science, but it has 

in fact been around since the middle of the twentieth century. As more and more suitable 

radioisotopes have become available, the possible amount of diagnostic investigations has 

increased dramatically (Hietala et al 1998). 

 

Figure 1. Whole-body PET scan using 18F-FDG. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/PET-MIPS-anim.gif 

Today two main subgroups in nuclear medicine exist, either with diagnostic or therapeutic 

purpose.  In therapy the main purpose is to transport the radionuclide inside the patient to the 

site of interest. Often these sites involve some sort of cancer formation. Therapeutic treatments 

exist for example for hyperthyroidism, thyroid cancer and skeletal metastases. (Hietala et al 

1998). As the ionising particles only travels a short distance from the nuclide, unwanted 

radiation damage can be minimized with therapeutic nuclear medicine compared to external 

radiation treatments. Still diagnostic investigations using nuclear medicine are much more 

common and the number of available investigations far surpasses that of therapy.      

PLANAR SCINTIGRAPHY 
In planar scintigraphy, radionuclides are used, which emit gamma photons in a random 

direction. The process of image acquisition is made from one or a few stationary directions 

similar to an ordinary x-ray investigation. The detection equipment is modelled after the Anger 

or gamma camera. Because the camera is stationary the amount of collected information is 

limited to one or a few directions. Figure 2 shows a single headed gamma camera used at 

Nuclear medicine department at NUS Umeå, Sweden.  
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Figure 2.  Single head gamma camera with head positioned in a posterior acquisition mode. 

 

SINGLE PHOTON EMISSION COMPUTE TOMOGRAPHY (SPECT) 
SPECT is the next logical step in the evolution of the standard Anger scintillation camera. Similar 

to the x-ray version of computer tomography (CT), SPECT uses a rotating Anger camera to detect 

photons traversing paths with different directions. As the systems became more advanced 

additional camera heads were included on the rotationary gantry and today systems of both two 

and three camera heads exist. This gives the advantage that more information can be collected 

during the same time interval as a conventional single head camera due to the increase in 

number of heads. Also, if we settle on a certain amount of collected radiation counts the 

measurement time can be shortened by using several camera heads.   

These heads rotate around the patient in a number of fixed projection angels where 

measurements are made. In order reduce reconstruction artefacts the intrinsic characteristics of 

the SPECT cameras must be significantly better than those used for planar scintigraphy (Cherry 

et al 2003). One technique to increase image quality in terms of geometrical resolution, is to 

position the camera heads as close to the patient as possible, creating an elliptical orbit around 

the patient rather the using a circular orbit, as shown in figure 3.  

 

Figure 3.  The difference in patient detector distance between using a fixed circular orbit and using an 

elliptical contour scanning orbit.  
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SPECT & CT 
If one combines a SPECT machine with an x-ray CT setup a large amount of diagnostic 

investigations can be performed by a single piece of equipment. If compared to a PET (Positron 

emission tomography) system SPECT/CT is cheaper both to maintain and to purchase. As image 

reconstruction of a three dimensional objects is very dependent on the patient attenuation, the 

best way to achieve an attenuation map of the patient is to do an x-ray CT. Because x-rays uses 

the difference in attenuation to produce an image it also tells us how much each tissue 

attenuates the radiation. The CT-images are also important for image fusion, and can be used for 

diagnostics, if a clinical full-dose CT is used. By fixing a clinical x-ray CT to the SPECT system a 

complete diagnostic investigation can be made without the need to move the patient between 

different systems. 

POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY (PET) 
The newest nuclear medicine imagining system is PET, which uses positron emitters instead of 

photon emitters as a basis for image acquisition. A positron travels a very short distance from 

the decay site until it is annihilated with an electron, creating two 180 degree photons of 511 

keV each. The PET scanner is based on rings of detectors around the patient, and only events 

that are simultaneously detected in two detectors are registered as a contribution to the image 

as seen in figure 4. This principle is called coincident measurements along a line of response 

(LOR) (Bailey et al 2004).  By defining a time interval in which the opposite detector must detect 

the next photon, typically 2-20 ns, it is possible to discriminate random coincidences. A PET 

system has a higher sensitivity than a SPECT system. Just as with SPECT it is possible to combine 

a PET and a CT system, both to make fusion images but also to get an attenuation map to be used 

in image reconstruction.     

 

 

Figure 4.  Coincident measurements with a PET system showing a line of response (LOR). 
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RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS  
In order to transport the decaying radionuclide to the desired sites, medical scientists have 

created the concept of radiopharmaceuticals. As nuclides become more available through more 

modern and advanced accelerator laboratories the amount of nuclides that can be used in 

medical applications increase.  

The desired pharmaceutical is created by combining a decaying radionuclide with a specialised 

biomarker. The biomarker transports the attached nuclide to the area of a desired chemical 

composition, such as the very chemically active environment surrounding cancer cells. The 

radiopharmaceutical is given to the patient either by intravenous injection or through oral 

intake or inhalation, depending on the type of examination. Now the collection of nuclides in 

certain areas creates the measurable distributions which we are interested in. By using one of 

the above systems, an image of the body source distribution can be made.   

 

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS FOR SPECT/CT 
Several different radionuclides are used in SPECT investigations, and the three most common 

are 99mTc, 123I and 111In. Some basic criteria are photon energies around 70-200 keV, half life in 

the interval 1-100 hours, minimization of dose-increasing secondary particles and the ability to 

form stable bonds (Hietala et al 1998). The low energy of the emitted photons increases the 

probability of detection in the camera, but a too low energy will decrease the image quality due 

to attenuation, and increase the absorbed dose to the patient. If we instead increase the energy 

above our set interval we need to use collimators optimized for a higher energy and perhaps 

also increase the thickness of the detector material to be able to detect the photons correctly. 

This in turn decreases the sensitivity of the camera and also the spatial resolution. 

Characteristics can be seen in table 1. 

The radiopharmaceutical that is simulated in this investigation is Octreoscan (Tyco Healthcare, 

Mallickrodt, USA). This solution contains 111In-pentetreotid which is specialized to transport 
111In to the receptor sites of the protein somatostatin. Octreoscan is used to diagnose, localize 

and investigate both receptor carrier gastroenterology-pancreatic neuroendocrine and carcinoid 

tumours (Swedish medical product agency).   

 

Table 1. Radionuclide characteristics table (Unterweger et al 2010). 

Element Half life 
[h]  

Primary decay mode Primary energy 
[keV] 

99mTc 6.00718 Isomeric transition γ 140  (89 %) 

111In 67.3145 Electron capture γ1 171 (90 %)  &  γ2 245 (94 %) 

123I 13.2203 Electron capture γ 159  (83 %) 
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SPECT/CT  

INSTRUMENTATION 
The main construction setup follows the Anger camera principles but with an added CT system. 

The first component of an Anger camera is the collimator which absorbs photons that don’t have 

the preferred direction, which usually is perpendicular to the detector. After passing through the 

collimator, the photon is absorbed in the scintillation crystal which is often made of sodium-

iodide (NaI) (Cherry et al 2003).  

The crystal creates a cascade of light photons which travels past a light guide and hits the 

incident window of the photomultiplier tubes. Each PM tube creates an avalanche of electrons 

from the incoming photons, and these electrons create a current which is proportional to the 

incoming photon energy. As a current is produced in each PM tube hit by light photons, it is 

necessary to discriminate signals that carry information from other parts of the spectrum than 

the photo peak. Each PM tube is connected to an array of electronics that both positions and 

discriminates the incoming signal. The positional electronics place each important scintillation 

event in a two dimensional matrix which eventually becomes the medical image. A basic 

schematic setup of a gamma camera can be seen in figure 5. 

 

Figure 5.  The Anger camera or gamma camera displayed as a basic schematics, displaying its principle 

components from the collimator to its electronics. 

 

In SPECT/CT the basic principle of an Anger camera is combined with an x-ray CT scanner. As 

this equipment is mostly used for a handful of isotopes it has been optimised among other things 

by the use of different collimators. The most common collimator type is the parallel hole 

collimator. It is in principle a sheet of lead with thousands of parallel hexagonal holes. Each hole 

has been carefully positioned in order to maximize the number of holes in the collimator area. 

The thin walls separating each hole are called septa (Cherry et al 2003). These small walls play a 

significant role when dealing with photons from the source distributions which have non-

preferred directions. When a collimator is defined for a certain energy range the septal 

thickness, diameter of the holes and collimator thickness are major parameters. These influence 

the total resolution and sensitivity of the gamma camera, since only photons with perpendicular 

incline towards the collimator are forwarded to the scintillation crystal. Photons with incline 

angels outside the accepted limits are absorbed into the septa.  

If the photon successfully passes the collimator it will be absorbed by a scintillation crystal. It is 

made of a NaI(Tl) and the thickness of the detection crystal differs for different image systems. 
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The optimal thickness is often set to around one centimetre which gives a good detection 

probability for the photons from the most common SPECT radionuclides.  

The crystal thickness is directly linked to characteristics of the imagining system. By increasing 

the thickness the detection probability increases but the intrinsic spatial resolution will 

decrease.  

In order to protect the crystal from outside light sources and moisture the crystal is sealed 

hermetically in a thin sheet of aluminium (Cherry et al 2003). The number of light photons 

created in the crystal is proportional to the deposited energy of the incoming gamma photon 

interaction. The light spreads isotropically from the site of interaction.  

Connected to the crystal via a light guide is the photomultiplier tubes (PM-tubes). The amount of 

light detected by the PM tubes is inversely proportional to the distance to the interaction site. 

The PM tubes convert the light photons to a measureable electrical signal. As the incident light 

photon hits the photocathode on the PM tube it creates electrons which are amplified in a series 

of avalanche effects in what is called dynodes. The PM signals are recorded and analysed using a 

series of electronics, which both position the incoming photon in an image matrix and 

discriminates all photons with energy outside preset parameters (Ljungberg et al 1998).   

By combining a CT scanner to the gamma camera it is possible to create a set of x-ray slices over 

the region of interest (ROI) without moving the patient between different systems. In many 

SPECT/CT systems a low-dose CT is used. This type of CT add-on is not to be compared with a 

fully conventional CT in terms of resolution but the created slices can be used for image fusion 

and for creation of an attenuation map for image reconstruction. An image of a General Electric 

Infinia Hawkeye 4 imagining system is seen in figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6.  General Electric Infinia Hawkeye 4. 
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SPECT ACQUISITION 
Today all SPECT/CT systems use a discrete sampling method which means that each measured 

signal can be sampled both in time and space. Several methods exist in order to acquire this 

signal.The by far most common technique is tomographic acquisition or “step and shoot”. This 

means that the ROI is measured from several fixed angels. Each projection angle is set to be 

measured in a specific time interval, where each projection image is similar to a static 

acquisition but in a specific angle. It is possible to divide a full revolution around the patient to a 

number of projections which usually ranges between 60 and 128 projections (Hietala et al 

1998).   

SPECT RECONSTRUCTION 
The gathered two dimensional images are reconstructed into a three dimensional volume. In 

SPECT the reconstructed matrixes are often of 128x128 pixels (Cherry et al 2003). From the 

reconstructed transaxial images, slice images in coronal and sagittal directions can be calculated. 

The reconstructed three dimensional images are created from a stack of two dimensional 

images. 

This reconstruction is either done with filtered back project algorithms or iterative 

reconstruction algorithms. What this technique does is that the measured profile values are 

projected perpendicular to the image matrix. As seen in figure 7, all the image pixels that are 

touched by this projection line are given a value normalised against the pixel area. In order to 

reduce blurring and star pattern artefacts, one introduces a filter on the measured values before 

the back projection is started (Hietala et al 1998).  

 

Figure 7. Filtered back projection. 

In iterative reconstruction, linear algebra and computer based iterative algorithms give rise to 

the best method to solve a very large set of linear equations. A computational iterative method is 

advocated. All iterative models initiate with an educated guess of the initial conditions, and in 

Nuclear medicine the initial conditions would ideally be the source distribution in the patient. 

This distribution is as seen previously heavily dependent on the biomarker of the 

radiopharmaceutical. Since this distribution is not known, a cylinder with a homogeneous 

activity distribution is often assumed. When iterative reconstruction became more and more 

popular, MLEM emerged, which is based on the maximum-likelihood expectation maximization 

technique to reconstruct the images.  
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One important addition to the standard iterative reconstruction is the use of ordered subset 

expectation maximization OSEM (Ordered Subset Expectation Maximisation) (Hudson and 

Larkin 1994). It is known that when using OSEM less iterations are needed to achieve 

approximately the same results as with MLEM.  This adds function groups and calculates the 

projections needed to acquire an approximation of the initial source distribution. By comparing 

the calculated projections with the acquired projections the initial conditions for the next 

iteration are set. After each completed iteration the calculated source distribution gets closer 

and closer to the real distribution, but the noise level also increases in each step. This is by far 

the most common iterative method used today.  

As the iterative OSEM method is used it turns the whole set of information in to smaller subsets 

in order to reduce the calculation time, where each subset consists of an even number of 

projections. For each new expected reconstruction   the image is described by equation (1) 

where Si is subset i, the coefficient atj represents the probability that a photon from pixel j is 

detected at t. yt is the acquired projection data at position t (Hudson and Larkin 1994).   

     (1) 

 

SPECT CORRECTIONS 
When reconstructing the two dimensional projection images of a SPECT investigation several 

corrections are needed in order to achieve a correct representation of the true source 

distribution.  

Attenuation corrections 

In a perfect photon measurement the gamma photons travel in a straight path from the source 

and deposit all of its energy in the scintillation crystal. In a real SPECT measurement situation a 

number of photons are attenuated by matter along the path of the photon (Cherry et al 2003). 

The attenuated photons either undergo photoelectric absorption or are scattered to either a not 

measurable angle outside the field of view (FOV) of the imagining system or become detected 

and most often discriminated by the gamma camera electronics. The level of attenuation is 

correlated to the path length and the electron density of the interacting material as seen in 

equation (2). 

     (2) 

Here φ and φ0 is the emission and transmission photon fluence, with μ(x,y) as the linear 

attenuation coefficient for a 2D-model. As the photons are the main source of information in the 

SPECT method, attenuation is the single largest factor affecting the quantitative accuracy of the 

image.  

If the measured photons are not corrected for attenuation during reconstruction, the measured 

source distribution is not a valid representation of the true source distribution. If this difference 

is kept then in some cases image artefacts and geometric distortions are created.  
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When using an iterative reconstruction method the attenuation correction is inserted into the 

probability matrix. In order to distribute the correction a three dimensional attenuation map is 

created using transmission data from a CT investigation.  The CT is often made directly before or 

after the SPECT investigation with the patient in the same position.  

Correction for collimator detector response   

The collimator detector response (CDR) describes to what extent the imaging system spatially 

distributes the image of a point source.  The imaging system has a spatial resolution which is 

best described by the point spread function (PSF). This function shows the combined effects of 

collimator and detector resolution (Larsson 2005).   

PSF changes spatially and the resolution is reduced with increased distance between the 

collimator surface and the source. This correlation between resolution and spatial distribution 

creates reconstruction artifacts shown as shape distortions and inhomogeneities in density. The 

geometric part of the PSF is the photon fluence distribution on the detector surface which is 

determined by the geometric shape of the collimator holes and the point source position. It is 

possible to add a correction for the geometric point spread in the iterative reconstruction 

algorithm. This improves geometrical resolution, which in turn increases the contrast of the 

reconstructed images and especially for smaller objects (Cherry et al 2003). 

Scatter correction 

When a photon is scattered in a SPECT acquisition the action can be ordered in two main 

categories. The photon can either interact with the material inside the patient or with the 

surrounding environment, which also can be inside the camera head, through Compton 

scattering (incoherent scattering). Coherent scattering is not compensated for, based on the fact 

that this only alters the angular direction slightly from the initial path. Also, the cross section for 

coherent scattering is several magnitudes lower than for photoelectric effect and Compton 

scattering in the detection process. Scatter correction compensates for the unwanted amount of 

Compton scattered photons in the image, and the amount of scattered photons is dependent on 

the patient geometry, patient composition and energy spectrum (Larsson 2005).  

Most of the Compton scattered photons are scattered outside FOV of the camera, discriminated 

by the energy window, or are absorbed in the patient.  But the registered scattered photons will 

distribute false information about the direction and origin, and these photons create a base for 

larger statistical uncertainties, resulting in lowered contrast and artefact creation (Ljungberg et 

al 1998). Today several different correction methods exist, but they are all based on 

approximations which in turn can also create artefacts. 

Methods for scatter correction 

The simplest method for scatter correction is the use of scatter window subtraction. By studying 

the energy spectrum from a nuclide a secondary window, lower in energy than the main energy 

window, is defined incorporating the main scatter contribution. The resulting images from this 

scatter window are later multiplied with a constant and subtracted from the main window 

images. This results in an approximate correction for in-scattered photons which bring faulty 

information to the image.  
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When using iterative reconstruction, one method has been proven to correct for scattering in a 

better way, thus increasing the image quality and quantitative accuracy compared to methods 

based on scatter window subtraction or as it is called without model-based compensation. This 

iterative scatter correction uses a probability distribution in order to estimate that a photon 

emitted is later detected at a certain position on the detector surface.  This probability is 

represented by the scatter response function (SRF) which is spatially varying and object 

dependent (Ljungberg et al 1998).  Several methods exist to calculate the SRF, and one which is 

more effective than many others is the Effective Source Scatter Estimation (ESSE) (Frey & Tsui 

1996). The scatter component for a certain projection is estimated from the attenuated 

projection of an effective scattering source. ESSE uses four different probabilities to calculate the 

SFR for photons and these are compiled into two separate kernels, the effective source scatter 

kernel and the scatter attenuation coefficient kernel (Frey & Tsui 1996). These are combined to 

produce three kernels which in turn are convolved with the activity distribution creating three 

fundamental images. A linear combination of these images is then multiplied with the electron 

density, relative to water, and this gives us the individual projected image of the effective scatter 

distribution. Now the attenuated projection of the effective scatter distribution gives us a 

measurement of the scatter component.  

Septal penetration correction 

If the used radionuclide, in addition to the primary photons, emits high energy photons above 

the chosen level for image acquisitions, these may penetrate the septa of the collimator and 

falsely contribute to the image. These contributions will lower the image contrast and 

quantitative accuracy (Larsson 2005). One way to minimize septal penetration is to use an 

energy window technique discriminating a large portion of the unwanted registrations. A scatter 

kernel approximation technique can also be used with convolution to lower both scatter and 

septal penetration.  

In the case of 111In the primary photons of 245 keV have the highest energy and thus contribute 

most to the septum penetration, but this is usually not a large problem because they are also the 

main contributor to the image. If the chosen collimator is optimised for a lower energy the 

primary photons of 111In will contribute with false information due to septal penetration. The 

energy window technique does not work very well here because the penetration photons are 

included in the main energy peek. This problem is solved by creating a septal penetration 

correction which is included in the iterative reconstruction.  

OSEMS 
The main reconstruction software used in this investigation is OSEMS, which not should be 

confused with the reconstruction method OSEM. OSEMS is created as research reconstruction 

software, developed at John Hopkins University, USA. It is built on OSEM and includes the 

fundamental concepts of model-based compensation for non-uniform attenuation, scattering 

and CDR. It utilizes SPECT images and reconstructs them in an iterative algorithm to a 

predefined number of iterations. OSEMS uses the CDR as a foundation in order to calculate the 

penetration and geometric components. By calculating the collimator-detector response for each 

point as a function of distance between patient and detector surface the software can create 

compensation coefficients for geometric response and septum penetration. In addition it 

includes the ESSE model-based scatter correction method. It is easily seen that the calculation 

time is directly proportional to the number of projections (Ljungberg et al 2002).  
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
Monte Carlo simulations uses random generated numbers in order to simulate probability 

functions of different physical actions. Monte Carlo has become very popular as a research 

simulation method due to the ability to alter critical parameters under the progress of the 

simulation and in real time measure the effects of the action (Ljungberg et al 1998). In the field 

of nuclear medicine a large portion of image optimization can be achieved only with Monte Carlo 

simulations. As the simulation methods become more accurate it is possible to obtain results 

that are not possible to measure using ordinary measuring equipment. The following examples 

are nearly impossible to measure: statistics over radiation interaction parameters in certain 

objects, attenuation coefficients for each photon path and collimator septum absorption 

statistics (Ljungberg et al 1998). This method therefore creates the possibility to study in depth 

what parameters affect the camera system in the process of acquisition, creating a foundation 

for reconstruction software. 

SIMIND 
SIMIND is Monte Carlo-based simulation software (The SIMIND Monte Carlo program, Sweden) that 

simulates a conventional gamma camera system. A large portion of parameters is made possible 

to manipulate in order to simulate different gamma camera systems from different 

manufacturers. Planar scintigraphic measurements from a variety of different source 

distributions can be simulated, and it is also possible to simulate an ordinary SPECT acquisition 

(Ljungberg et al 1998). The drawback with SIMIND is that it only simulates photons and omits 

the secondary electrons created through interaction in the patient. The photon energies used in 

SPECT are however relatively low, and this is therefore usually not a problem. Two main 

programs are used in order to set the simulations. CHANGE set the simulation parameters and 

SIMIND carries out the simulation. 

 

ANTROPOMORPHICAL PHANTOMS 
In order to create a needed clinical application to the image optimisation an anthropomorphic 

phantom was created by a group of scientists (Zubal et al 1994). Several phantom models are 

supported in the Monte Carlo program SIMIND but one of the most widely used in research is 

the Zubal phantom. Zubal is a voxel-based anthropomorphic phantom created from sets of 

segmented images of living human males. From the beginning the torso phantom was created 

from CT based images, and as research progressed, arms and head were added to the phantom.  

The phantom gives us a three dimensional volume array providing an accurate model of all 

major internal structures of the torso. A slice of the phantom can be seen in figure 8. As each 

voxel in the phantom contains an index number, every organ has a specific amount of voxels 

connected to it. The standard ZUBAL torso phantom has an image resolution of 128 x 128 pixels 

in the two dimensional x, y plane. The original slice thickness was set to 1cm (Ljungberg et al 

1998).  
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Figure 8.  Zubal phantom slice.  

 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

SPECT IMAGE QUALITY 
Image quality is measured using widely recognised parameters such as contrast, noise and 

spatial resolution. In SPECT, the concepts are linked in the sense that making a change in one 

parameter, may change the others automatically.  

Contrast is the main parameter used in this investigation and it measures the relative difference 

in pixel values between two adjacent regions. Contrast has its dependency on source 

distribution, but also on attenuation, septum penetration, scattered photons and background 

radiation.  

The concept of spatial resolution is linked to the gamma cameras ability to resolve two point 

sources. This resolution is limited by the collimator resolution which varies with distance to 

object.  

The main source of noise is statistical in its origin. This noise is random and is situated 

throughout the wholes image. It can limit the resolution of the object in such a sense that objects 

smaller than the spatial resolution become hard to identify (Cherry et al 2003). The statistical 

noise level is dependent on the amount of registered photons in the camera system, and in the 

projection images, it follows the Poisson distribution. 

Noise is a large component in nuclear medicine images and in order to reduce this, filtering is 

used. If one uses low-pass filters like the Butterworth-filter, the high frequency noise is limited 

but also a small portion of the necessary information is deleted. This makes the settings of the 

filter of high importance. In a Butterworth filter one often talks about the critical frequency 

which is a value at which the filter amplitude has decreased to a value of 1/√2. A power factor 

defines the steepness of the filter. 
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IMAGE PLANES IN THE BODY 
In all medical imagining the perspective of the image is not always crystal clear. By defining 

several planes within the human body it becomes easier to orient the image view. In figure 9 the 

three major planes can be seen with the respective name. 

 

Figure 9.  Body image planes. 

http://podiatryboards.web.officelive.com/anatomyintro.aspx 
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MATERIAL AND METHOD 

MONTE CARLO SETUP 
In order to begin the Monte Carlo simulations several important setup decisions were made. To 

achieve a clinical applicable simulation the following major subjects were considered as initial 

conditions for the simulation.   

PHANTOM STRUCTURE 
The standard structure of the ZUBAL phantom has a slice resolution of 128 x 128 pixels in the 

two dimensional x, y plane. The phantom is divided into two slice groups; one for the bottom of 

the torso to the neck region consisting of 129 slices and for the neck to the top of the head 

consisting of 114 slices. The whole Zubal phantom can be seen in figure 10. Before we started the 

Monte Carlo simulations we redefined the resolution and slice thickness to 256 x 256 and 486 

slices this by defining a new pixel size of 0.2 cm per pixel in the x, y plane. Each pixel value 

defines a density point in the phantom.   

 

Figure 10. Zubal Phantom in a sagittal perspective with legs and head attached.  
http://noodle.med.yale.edu/zubal/samples/mantissues076.gif 

As our simulations only had interest in the liver area a ROI was created on our Zubal phantom. 

This ROI incorporates the shoulders down to the pelvic region, and this was achieved by 

importing the phantom into MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., MA, US) and putting all unwanted 

pixel elements to zero, still keeping the overall size structure of the phantom. In addition we 

defined the density limit which defines a border within the phantom to be 0.1 g/cm3. Parameters 

like phantom type, source type, code definition in the generic Zubal phantom, density limits and 

number of density slices are all defined in a separate program CHANGE within the SIMIND 

software.  A small collection of phantom slices can be seen in figure 11, and as can be seen, 

several major organs are defined geometrically aiding the clinical objective of our simulation.   
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Figure 11. Transverse slices from the Zubal phantom displaying lungs, liver and bladder.  

 

ACTIVITY DISTRIBUTION 
In SIMIND the starting activity distribution was set to 37 MBq and all simulated values are 

relative to this initial activity. From (Helisch et al 2004) the percentage of initial intake dose in 

kidney, liver and spleen is presented after one day. The established weight of the organs was 

used to normalize the activity distribution (Snyder et al 1975). At the University hospital in 

Umeå  each patient is injected with 160 MBq on the first day, the diagnostic examination is 

performed on the second day yielding a decay of initial activity to around 30-40 MBq.       

The relative activity distribution in each organ in SIMIND is defined in a .zub file, which is an 

ascii text file.  From the phantom we now have an index value for the tissue areas were the 111In-

peteriotide travels to. In order to get as close to the clinical situation as possible, higher activity 

levels are set in the liver, spleen, bladder and kidneys. All other tissues are set to a blood 

background level in order to achieve a reliable outer contour of the images. The chosen activity 

concentrations are presented in table 2. 

Table 2. Activity concentration in organs. 

Organ Index 

Number 

Density 

[g/dm3] 

Relative activity 

concentration 

Kidney 14 1050 1132 

Liver 12 1060 185 

Spleen 31 1060 1300 

Bladder 40 1040 267 

Other ------ ------- 30 
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SPHERICAL TUMOURS  
One feature of SIMIND is the possibility to place spherically symmetric tumours in the desired 

phantom. Tumours were chosen to be either two pixels or four pixels in radius, were the pixel 

size is defined by the phantom (0.2 cm). SIMIND were programmed to create these spheres 

originating from the centre of the centre pixel. The schematic idea of spherical tumours built by 

pixels is presented in figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. Schematic of a spherical tumour created with the aid of pixel elements. 

 

SIMIND uses an .inp file to define the position and size of the tumours which requires the 

starting pixel coordinates in x, y and z. By adding the radius in pixels from the centre point, 

SIMIND creates a spherical volume. In order to simulate these spheres as tumours they are given 

a higher initial activity than the background level in the liver. The chosen tumour settings can be 

seen in table 3, which are directly taken from the input .inp file. 

Table 3. Tumour setting for SIMIND, positions is specified in number of pixels. 

Tumour 

Nr 

X 

radius 

Y 

radius 

Z 

radius 

X 

position 

Y 

position 

Z 

position 

Relative 

activity 

conc. 

1 2.0 2.0 2.0 135.0 87.0 242.0 2090 

2 4.0 4.0 4.0 100.0 77.0 242.0 2090 

3 2.0 2.0 2.0 75.0 82.0 237.0 2090 

4 2.0 2.0 2.0 75.0 115.0 242.0 2090 

5 4.0 4.0 4.0 77.0 77.0 262.0 2090 

6 2.0 2.0 2.0 100.0 85.0 262.0 2090 

7 2.0 2.0 2.0 96.0 71.0 274.0 2090 
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As seen in the last column the relative activity concentration is set to 2090. This is because of a 

previous study (Mähler 2011) where the ratio between the mean uptake in tumour to liver were 

established as 11.3 ± 3.0 with one standard deviation.     

In order to achieve a better understanding of tumour position in the liver, a representative two 

dimensional sketch was made. This sketch can be seen in figure 13. In this sketch the relative 

position of the tumours can easily be seen from a transverse perspective but the difference in 

slice position between the tumours is not included. Also the perimeter of the later used 

background VOI is shown. This VOI transverses seven slices compared to the later created three 

slice small tumour and five slice large tumour VOIs. The distance between the background VOI 

and the tumours are of importance due to interference from the tumours.     

 

Figure 13. Two dimensional transverse view of the approximate position of the liver tumours, numbering 

taken from table 3. Also the perimeter of the background VOI is shown. 

ENERGY WINDOW SETTINGS 
In a previous study (Mähler 2011) different energy window settings were tested in order to find 

the optimal setting for 111In-pentetreotid. The optimal setting was to use two main windows, 

centred on the two photo peaks of 111In at 171 keV and 245 keV, and one scatter window centred 

at 140 keV. Both photo peak windows are stretched by +/- 10% and the scattering window has 

the size of +/- 9%. This window method is used at NUS and is constructed on the Compton 

scatter window method (Cherry et al 2003). The energy windows chosen for this investigation is 

presented in table 4. In SIMIND the energy window settings are defined in file named 

scattwin.win, where each row represents one window setting with a lower and an upper 

threshold in keV. From these settings SIMIND creates several output files for each window 

setting.  

Table 4. Energy intervals for SK-140 

Main energy window 
[keV ] 

Scatter energy window 
[keV] 

153.9-188.1 
220.5-268.5 

127.4-152.6 
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MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 
In order to simulate a General Electric Infinia Hawkeye 4 gamma camera the Monte Carlo 

software SIMIND 4.9e was used. Step size for the photon path was set to 0.1 cm and 200*106 

photon histories per projection were simulated. We chose to simulate 120 equally spaced 

projections for two types of collimators, the Medium Energy General Purpose (MEGP) and the 

Extended Low Energy General Purpose (ELEGP) collimators. In table 5 the geometric definitions 

of these collimators can be seen.   

Table 5. Collimator settings used in the simulations. 

Collimator Hole shape Septum 

thickness [mm] 

Hole diameter 

[mm] 

Hole depth   

[mm] 

ELEGP Hexagonal 0.4 2.5 40 

MEGP Hexagonal 1.05 3.0 58 

 

Several other parameters were chosen in order to achieve a correct Infinia Hawkeye 4 gamma 

camera setup, and some of them are presented in table 6. 

Table 6. Monte Carlo setup parameters for Infinia. 

Parameter Value  

Crystal half length [cm] 20.00 

Crystal thickness [cm] 0.950 

Crystal half width [cm] 27.00 

Backscattering material 

thickness [cm] 

5.000 

Intrinsic spatial resolution         

[140 keV, FWHM] [cm] 

0.346 

Energy resolution                        

[140 keV, FWHM] [%] 

8.980 

 

As SIMIND finishes the simulation several output files are created. In our case we had three 

energy windows so one scatter window file defined as .a01 and the two main windows defined 

as .a02 and .a03 files were created. To each simulation file follows a header file which contains 

window information, and these are named .h01, .h02 and .h03. Also among the output files is a 

.cor file, which gives the distance from the centre of the FOV to the detector for all angels. As 

previously discussed these numbers will form an elliptical orbit around the patient minimizing 

the separation distance. This file is needed in order to make a correct reconstruction.  
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In order to create 30 and 60 projections the simulated 120 projection output files were imported 

in to MATLAB as an array. Now each odd numbered projection were take out from the array, 

first creating 60 projections from 120, and later 30 projections from 60. The same procedure 

was done for the .cor files in order to achieve elliptical orbits for 30 and 60 projections. An image 

of one of the projections is presented in figure 14. The image displays an anterior view of the 

simulated phantom, clearly showing liver, kidneys, spleen and bladder. In the liver the two 

larger tumours can be seen. No correction has been applied yet for statistical noise and number 

of counts. 

 

Figure 14. Projection from a SPECT image series, here showing an anterior view of the selected torso ROI. 

 

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION WITH OSEMS 

DICOM CREATION 
As input to OSEMS the simulated images were converted to DICOM format by the use of 

MATLAB. By reading the .a02 and .a03 file which contain 32-bit float real numbers and adding 

them together, the two main energy windows were combined. The combined window pixel 

values were then multiplied by one hundred in order to normalise and were then saved as a 16-

bit integer short file format. Now as a final step a premade DICOM header is inserted in to the 

first portion of the file. With the Dicom header the file is saved as a 32-bit float file with the 

script .dcm which is the file ending for the DICOM. 

As the reconstruction program reads certain information from DICOM our standard header must 

be changed between the different projection groups. This is achieved with the aid of the program 

POWER DICOM (Dicom Solutions MGHS enterprise, Germany) which presents the information as 

a HEX editor where each information cluster is matched to a DICOM header database and 

presented. The most important clusters for our reconstruction were number of projections, the 

projection angels and step size between projections.   
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LIVER ROI NORMALISATION AND NOISE CREATION 
In order to add realistic noise to the images, the images need to be normalised to clinically 

realistic pixel values. In the work by Mähler (2011) a careful ROI investigation of pixel values 

over the liver was performed. Those results were used also in this work. In the work by Mähler 

(2011), a correction for attenuation in soft tissue between the liver and the camera was however 

performed. This was not necessary for this study, and the original values were therefore 

recalculated, using effective attenuation coefficients, and assuming 3 cm of tissue between the 

liver and the body surface.  Mean pixel values for our liver measurements were determined for 

120, 60 and 30 projections according to table 7.  

 Table 7. Normalisation values for 120, 60 and 30 projections. 

Collimator Mean 

value 

Mähler 

60p  

Effective 

attenuation 

coefficient 

[cm-1] 

Target mean 

value for 120p 

Target 

mean 

value for 

60p 

Target 

mean value 

for 30p 

Megp 14 0.0922 4.7 9.4 19 

Elegp 48 0.1035 16 32 65 

In order to calculate our normalization coefficients the mean pixel value in the liver was 

calculated by use of the in-house dynamical ROI drawing program imlook4d 

(http://code.google.com/p/imlook4d). A whole liver ROI was drawn in one projection excluding 

the tumour sites. This value was then compared to that in table 7 and we could then calculate 

our normalization coefficients, which are presented in table 8. 

Table 8. Normalization coefficients. 

Collimator 120p 60p 30p 

Megp 0.069 0.140 0.277 

Elegp 0.074 0.146 0.295 

As the statistical uncertainties in the liver must be as close as possible to the clinical situation, 

Poisson noise was added using the MATLAB function imnoise, because SIMIND does not 

simulate images with Poisson noise. This function generates noise which is dependent on the 

image data instead of adding artificial noise to the data. Each pixel value is interpreted as the 

means of a Poisson distribution scaled by 1012 generating a variation in each pixel individually. If 

we indeed have Poisson noise within the simulated liver the square root of the mean pixel value 

must be equal to the standard deviation, from the definition of statistical noise. A comparison 

between normal and noise added images is seen in figure 15. 

The statistical validity is of importance when reaching for conclusions and as seen in previous 

studies the image results do not always validity itself by its existence, meaning that an image 

with high contrast to the viewer migh also incorporate an unnecessary high level of not 

noticeable noise.  So in order to get the needed statistical basis each reconstruction series is 

presided by an individual noise generation. As each image reconstruction is repeated ten times 

or more the statistical noise generation is also individually repeated for each reconstruction. So 

for each tumour we have ten reconstructions for each iteration, all with different statistical 

noise, creating a much needed clinical reality. By later grouping tumours as large and small the 

amount of statistical material gives us the option to use standard error of the mean instead of 

presenting standard deviation.  
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Figure 15. Simulated images with and without Poisson noise for 120 (left), 60 (middle) and 30 (right) 

projections.   

OSEMS  
OSEMS is a reconstruction computer software developed at John Hopkins University (Baltimore, 

USA) by Dr Eric Frey and coworkers, and is mainly used as a research reconstruction tool for 

SPECT images. OSEMS uses the OSEM reconstructions technique. It uses the expectation 

maximisation technique to reconstruct the acquired data into transverse slices, using 

compensation of non uniform attenuation, scattering and CDR, aiding in detection of tumours 

and other pathologies.        

OSEMS takes a SPECT DICOM format file and reconstructs it according to a specified .par settings 

file. This file has several important settings, presented in table 9. For the compensation and 

correction models the setting ads were used in order to use attenuation, CDR and scatter 

correction. 

 Table 9. Reconstruction settings for OSEM. 

Setting  Description  Setting Description 

orbit_file COR TABLE 

30/60/120 

projections. 

 num_ang_per_set Number of 

projection views 

per subset. 

iterations Number of 

iterations to 

perform 

 Prjmodel What 

compensations 

and corrections 

to use. 

model Compensations and 

corrections to 

use for both 

projector and 

back projector 

model 

 drf_tab_file Filename for DRF 

table (CDR) 

use_grf_in_bck If true, use GRF 

in back projector 
 srf_krnl_file ESSE Scatter 

kernel file 

use_esse Use ESSE scatter 

compensation 
 use_scat_est             Use additive 

scatter estimate 
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With the aid of the Zubal phantom an attenuation map was created with the aid of linear 

attenuation coefficients for the specific tissues in the phantom. Also the simulated effective 

source scatter kernels and scatter attenuation coefficient kernels were used in order to 

reconstruct according to the ESSE scatter compensation model. In addition OSEMS also uses the 

CDR compensation which incorporates collimator penetration. 

In the first reconstruction stage, twenty iterations were used in order to evaluate which settings 

are suitable for further investigation. All the different subset settings reconstructed for ELEGP 

and MEGP collimators are presented in table 10, and represents 34 different reconstructions. 

Because the needed number of iterations to make the OSEM reconstruction to converge is 

dependent on the amount of subsets and initial projections, further reconstructions were 

needed. In the second phase the best settings were determined and reconstructed for a number 

of OSEM iterations, corresponding to an equivalent number of 200 MLEM iterations. In order to 

compare MLEM to OSEM one multiplies the number of subsets with the number of OSEM 

iterations, so 6 subsets and 30 OSEM iterations correspond to 180 MLEM iterations.      

 

Table 10. Reconstructed subset series for both ELEGP and MEGP collimators. 

Number of 

Subsets 

2 4 6 8 10 12 20 24 40 

Number of 

angels 

 in each set 

15/30 15/30 5/10/2

0 

15 3/6/12 5/10 3/6 5 3 

Projections 30/60 60/120 30 

60/120 

120 30 

60/120 

60 

120 

60 

120 

120 120 

 

OSEMS WITHOUT MODEL-BASED CORRECTIONS 
In clinical settings, model based scatter corrections, such as ESSE, and compensation for detector 

response, are seldom used in SPECT. We were therefore interested in a comparison with a 

conventional type of reconstruction, including only attenuation correction and scatter correction 

with a window-based technique. The scatter window used for this correction has been described 

previously. The most favourable settings were therefore reconstructed without ESSE scatter 

correction and compensation for detector response. Scatter correction was achieved by 

subtracting the scattering window from the two main windows before making an input DICOM 

image. By using this procedure the reconstruction time decreased to one tenth of the original 

reconstruction time. In figure 16 the difference between the reconstructions can be seen. In 

OSEMS the model option in the .par file is switched from ads (attenuation, detector response and 

scatter) to a (attenuation) and use_esse is set to false. The same amount of MLEM iterations were 

performed as with model-based compensation. The reconstructed images underwent the same 

post filtering and normalisation as all the reconstructed images.   
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Figure 16. Comparison after filtering between model-based OSEMS reconstructions (left) and without 

model-based compensation (right).  

HALF TIME SCANS 
When discussing what parameters are of importance from a patient perspective the examination 

duration time comes in to focus. This type of tumour study requires a relatively long time in the 

camera, including a whole-body planar scan and two SPECT scans, one over the chest and one 

over the abdominal region. From a patient perspective a shorter acquisition time would be an 

advantage, and it would also reduce the risk of movement artifacts. In order to reconstruct the 

images as if the examination were done at half time the number of acquired counts or pixel 

values was halved. This was done by dividing the input normalised projection images by two, 

and adding poisson noise to these new images. The same amount of projections are still used but 

the gamma camera just measures half the time interval at each projection. 

 

IMAGE FORMAT SUMMARY  
As seen in this report a lot of different image formats have been described. Table 11 provides a 

short summary over the important parameters of each image such as matrix size, pixel size and 

number of images. 

Table 11. Image parameters used in the reconstruction investigation. 

Type Example name Matrix size Pixel size 

[cm] 

Number of 

images 

Precision 

Zubal 

Phantom 

xxxx.dat 256 x 256 0.200 486 8-bit integer 

Density map xxxx.ict 128 x 128 0.442 128 16-bit integer 

SIMIND 

Output 

xxxx_tot_w1.a01 
xxxx_tot_w2.a02 

128 x 128 0.442 120/60/30 32-bit float 

DICOM xxxx.dcm 128 x 128 0.442 120/60/30 32-bit float 

Image file xxxx.img 128 x 128 0.442 128 32-bit float 
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POST FILTERING 
From clinical use we know the SPECT images are post filtered with a Butterworth filter, and the 

OSEMS software package incorporates a Butterworth filter program named BUTTER. By 

specifying the cut-off frequency and the power factor, BUTTER filters the desired image. 

Comparison between filtered and unfiltered reconstructed images can be seen in figure 17. As 

seen the filtered images looks smeared out due to the filter settings.  

From a previous study (Mähler 2011) the optimal Butterworth setting was found to be a critical 

frequency 0.40 cm-1 and power factor 8 for the clinical type of reconstruction, without model-

based corrections. 

 

Figure 17. Comparison between a not filtered (left) and a filtered (right) SPECT reconstruction. 

EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF VOLUMES OF INTERESTS (VOIS) 
As each tumour has a fixed position within the phantom the volume of interest (VOI) around 

each tumour does not change regardless of reconstruction settings. By using MATLAB a 

computer script was created which extracted the VOIs in each image iteration step, providing 

twenty different VOIs for each tumour for a twenty OSEM iteration reconstruction. From the 

simulated images with a pixel size of 0.442 cm several groups of VOIs were created. For the 

small tumours, square VOIs of 3 x 3 x 3 pixels were used, and for the large tumour 5 x 5 x 5 pixel 

VOIs were used. In the middle of the liver a background VOI with the dimensions 7 x 7 x 7 was 

carefully placed so that no interference from any of the tumours affected the background value 

as seen in the previously presented figure 13. In each tumour VOI the four corner pixels were 

removed to increase the statistical certainty because these voxels are least likely to hold 

significant information. The size of the VOIs are as follows, large tumours 10.4 cm3, small 

tumours 1,99 cm3 and background VOI 29,6 cm3. From each VOI a mean pixel value was 

calculated for each tumour giving one mean value per tumour per iteration. These values were 

then grouped in to small and large tumours. Also the mean pixel value and standard deviation 

were calculated for the background VOI. Now for small and large tumours for each iteration step, 

contrast (3), noise (4) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) (5) were calculated, according to the 

equations below. In order to analyse the data for each setting two plots were made; one with 

contrast versus noise and one with SNR versus OSEM iterations 

Contrast gives a measurement of the relative difference in pixel value between the site of 

interest and the surrounding background.   is the mean value of the tumour VOI and   is the 

mean value of the background VOI.  
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      (3)  

Noise gives a measurement of the statistical uncertainty in the background. In equation (4)  is 

the mean value of the background VOI and is the standard deviation within the background 

VOI. 

      (4) 

SNR ratio shows how the signal strength changes with the increase or decrease of surrounding 

noise.  is the absolute value of the difference between the mean value of the tumour and 

background VOI and is the standard deviation within the background VOI. 

                                 (5)

      

STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS 
To reduce the statistical uncertainty in the measurements, each iteration step in all investigated 

settings were performed ten times, that is for all ten noise generations. Average values were 

then calculated. For contrast and noise the standard error of the mean were calculated and 

inserted into the respective graph as error bars. As there are uncertainties both in the 

background and tumour VOIs, the standard deviations (6) for contrast and SNR were calculated 

using the Gaussian error propagation equation (7). Because each iteration point on the graphs 

are represented by either two large or five small tumours times ten repetitions, the average 

values are based on twenty or fifty points, and the standard deviations are converted to 

standard error of the mean (8) for better comparison. 

Standard deviation 

     (6) 

 

Gaussian error propagation 

    (7) 

 

Standard error of the mean 

      (8) 
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RESULTS 

SIMULATION OVERVIEW 
Due to the vast amount of simulated series it is good to begin with an overview of the whole 

analysed material. In graph 1 the contrast to noise relationship can be seen for the MEGP 

collimator and in graph 2 for the ELEGP collimator. Here both large and small tumours have 

been plotted in the same diagram to give an overall image of the contrast difference. These are 

seen as the lower and upper cluster of lines. Also the few series reconstructed without model-

based compensation are seen, and these protrude as the lonely group of lines in the large and 

small tumour groups, with lower contrasts. In these graphs all series have not undergone the 

same amount of equivalent MLEM iterations which is evident from the difference in ending noise 

levels. In the ledger each plotted line is represented by a number system. Both graph 1 and 2 

have the same structure as Number of projection (30/60/120), Number of subsets (OSEM) and 

additional settings are show last such as H = halve time scan, Sc = scatter window subtraction 

(reconstruction without model-based compensation).  

 
Graph 1. Showing the contrast to noise relationship for the MEGP collimator for some of the 

reconstructed image settings. It can be seen that grouping occurs.   

 

In both graphs each data point is represented by one iteration, and is the average value of the 

large and the small tumours, respectively, for all noise generations. As the reconstruction 

software works some of the settings start to converge after a certain amount of iterations 

towards a fixed contrast value. After a few more iterations the gain in contrast is overtaken by 

the increase in image noise, thus making the need for further iterations unnecessary. In graph 1 

and 2 only three major reconstruction settings have been plotted with either four or six subset 

groups. No error bars have been added because of clarity issues. A pattern for the reconstruction 

settings can be seen in these graphs for both small and large tumours and respectively for the 

ELEGP and MEGP collimators. The fulltime settings are positioned at the highest contrast levels, 

the half time scans level at second highest and the lowest contrast levels are achieved by the 

reconstructions without model-based compensation.  
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Graph 2. Showing the contrast to noise relationship for the ELEGP collimator for some of the 

reconstructed image settings. As seen grouping occure among the settings.   

MEGP COLLIMATOR 
Presented in graph 3 and 4 are the contrast to noise relationship for all full time scans 

reconstructed  with the MEGP collimator for large and small tumours respectively. As can be 

seen some settings tend to be better at few iterations and other settings better after several 

iterations. In order to effectively investigate the best settings for large and small tumours, the 

uppermost lines were extracted and plotted separately. In the ledger we see number of 

projections followed by number of subsets. 

 
Graph 3. All reconstructed full time scans for large tumours with the MEGP collimator.   
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Graph 4. All reconstructed full time scans for small tumours with the MEGP collimator.   

 

From the previous graphs the following settings were chosen for further investigation, 30 

projections six subsets, 60 projections four subsets and 120 projections four subsets. These are 

plotted in graph 5 and 6 for large and small tumours respectively. Due to the very low standard 

deviation in the background the contribution from background standard deviation to the noise 

component were considered negligible. As for contrast the statistical deviations play an 

important role, and the standard error of the mean in contrast is therefore plotted for each 

iteration step in graph 5 and 6. 

 

 
Graph 5. Contrast versus noise for large tumours and MEGP collimator for chosen settings. 
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Graph 6. Contrast versus noise for small tumours and MEGP collimator for chosen settings. 

 

In order to get a better understanding of the relationship of the chosen settings the SNR against 

reconstruction iterations diagrams were plotted and are presented as graph 7 and 8. Error bars 

have been plotted for the SNR, and it can clearly be seen that the standard error of the mean for 

the SNR is larger relative to the contrast graphs. But the SNR graphs provide a greater difference 

between the individual lines showing the superiority of one of the settings for the MEGP 

collimator. For both small and large tumours the 60 projections setting has the overall highest 

values.  

 

 

 
Graph 7. The SNR ratio for large tumours with the MEGP collimator, reconstructed to an equivalent 

number of MLEM iterations.   
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Graph 8. SNR versus equivalent MLEM  iterations for small tumours for the MEGP collimator. 

ELEGP COLLIMATOR 
Presented in graph 9 and 10 are the contrast to noise relationship for all full time scans 

reconstructed  with the ELEGP collimator for large and small tumours respectively. Just as with 

the MEGP collimator some settings tend to be better at a few iterations and others at several 

iterations. As with the MEGP collimator several settings from the ELEGP reconstructions were 

taken out and investigated separately. The ledger system is the same as for graphs with the 

MEGP collimator.  

 
Graph 9. All reconstructed full time scans for large tumours with the ELEGP collimator. 
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Graph 10. All reconstructed full time scans for small tumours with the ELEGP collimator.   

 

From the ELEGP reconstructions the following settings were chosen, 30 projections six subsets, 

60 projections four subsets and 120 projections ten subsets. These differ somewhat compared to 

the MEGP results but as seen in graph 10 and 4 more settings are closer together in the ELEGP 

collimator investigation. These settings are presented in graph 11 and 12 for large and small 

tumours respectively with standard error of the mean plotted as error bars.  

 

 
Graph 11. Chosen settings for large tumours and ELEGP collimator.   
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Graph 12. Chosen settings for small tumours and ELEGP collimator.   

 

As with the MEGP collimator each setting is further investigated using the SNR ratio plotted 

against number of iterations. These can be seen in graph 13 and 14 with standard error of the 

mean displayed as error bars for each plotted curve. Just as with the MEGP collimator the SNR 

curves tells us that the 60 projection model has the overall highest values for all iterations both 

for small and large tumours. In comparison the SNR curves for MEGP collimator are all statically 

significant but for ELEGP some of the error bars cross and it is hard to distinguish between the 

30 projection six subsets and the 60 projection four subset settings.  

 

 

Graph 13. SNR versus equivalent MLEM iterations for large tumours and ELEGP collimator. 
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Graph 14. SNR versus number of equivalent MLEM iterations for small tumours and ELEGP collimator.   

COMPARISON MEGP AND ELEGP 
In order to create a better picture which collimator creates the best contrast with the chosen 

settings, two plots graph 15 and 16 shows the combined collimator graphs for large and small 

tumours.  In graph 15 it can be clearly seen that the ELEGP collimator produces higher contrast 

values than the MEGP collimator. Even though the relative difference is not large the error bars 

indicate that the difference is within significant levels and it can be said that there exists a 

difference between the collimators for the larger tumours.  

 
Graph 15. Contrast versus noise for both MEGP and ELEGP collimators with large tumours.  
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Graph 16. Contrast versus noise for both MEGP and ELEGP collimators with small tumours.  

 

The same relationship as in graph 15 can be seen in graph 16. The ELEGP collimator clusters its 

settings at a higher level of contrast than the MEGP collimator. Even though the difference in 

contrast is even smaller than for large tumours the error bars do separate and this makes the 

difference between the two collimators significant.  

HALFTIME RECONSTRUCTIONS 
One major parameter which would be of great importance to the patients is if the measurement 

time could be reduced. By reconstructing the same settings as previously shown but with halve 

the amount of counts or information a reasonable comparison to a halve time scan can be 

acquired.   

 
Graph 17. Contrast versus noise for small and large tumours. Plotted are both full time and halve time 

scans. 
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As seen in graph 17 and 18 the full time and halve time, denoted with an H in the ledger, are 

plotted for each collimator. For both graphs small and large tumours have been plotted and as 

seen the different settings group together for both collimators. For both collimators the full time 

settings are positioned above the halve time scans in contrast. Because the difference between 

the collimators at full scan was significantly proven no comparison between collimators for 

halve time will be made.  

 
Graph 18. Contrast versus noise for small and large tumours. Plotted are both full time and halve time 

scans. 

 

WITHOUT MODEL-BASED COMPENSATION 
For the non model-based scatter compensation method for the chosen settings contrast to noise 

graphs are plotted for large and small tumours seen in graph 19 and 20.  

 

Graph 19. Non model-based compensation method for MEGP and ELEGP collimator for large tumours. 
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As comparison this method is used instead of the model based corrections in most clinical 

situations since model-based corrections are often not available at the clinic. It must be noted 

that the images reconstructed without model-based compensation produced an entirely 

different scale on the graphs, which is also as seen on the error bars. Most iterations are grouped 

together in the last portion of the lines, indicating that the reconstruction has converged.  

 
Graph 20. Scatter window method for MEGP and ELEGP collimator for small tumours. 

 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
When looking at the different contrast to noise graphs some settings show a better contrast than 

the others. By plotting these in the same graph the gain from choosing a model based full time 

setting can be evaluated. For the ELEGP collimator the settings presented in table 12 were 

chosen because they show a better contrast value. Similarly for the MEGP collimator table 13 

presents the best contrast settings.  

 

Table 12. Best contrast settings for the ELEGP collimator. 

Type Projections Number of 
subsets 

Number of MLEM 
iterations for 

max SNR 

Full time scans 30 6 7 
Half time scans 60 4 8 

Non model-based 
compensation 

60 4 2 
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Table 13. Best contrast settings for the MEGP collimator. 

Type Projections Number of 
subsets 

Number of MLEM 
iterations for 

max SNR 

Full time scans 60 4 6 
Halve time scans 60 4 6 
Non model-based 

compensation 
60 4 2 

 

In order to make the final results comparable to other studies done on the subject of SPECT 

reconstructions, all series were simulated to 200 MLEM iterations. For the four subset series this 

corresponds to 50 OSEMS iterations and for six subsets a corresponding 34 OSEMS iterations. 

 

 

Graph 21. The difference between the best settings for MEGP and ELEGP collimator all reconstructed to 

200 MLEM iterations to make the results valid against external studies. 
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DISCUSSION 

The aim of this study was to optimise the acquisition and reconstruction for SPECT with 111In- 

pentetrotide with the iterative reconstruction software OSEMS.  Concentrating on the acquired 

number of projections, the subset size in the OSEM reconstruction and evaluating contrast as a 

function of noise for a range of OSEM iterations. The raw-data projections are produced using 

Monte Carlo simulations of an anthropomorphic phantom, including both small and large 

tumours in the liver. Two collimators are evaluated, the extended low-energy general-purpose 

(ELEGP) and the medium energy general-purpose (MEGP) collimator. 

RESULT 
As presented in the last part of the results section the fulltime scans achieved a higher contrast 

faster than the other reconstruction settings. For the ELEGP collimator the best settings were 

full time scans  acquired with 30 projections, reconstructed with a subset group of six. Looking 

back on graph 11 and 12 the difference between the optimal settings are very small and in later 

iterations it is not possible to separate them with significance. So in later iterations the 60 

projection with four subsets achieve the same contrast as the chosen setting. The decision to 

recommend 30 projections is based on the fact that in clinical use the numbers of reconstruction 

iterations are preferably kept at a minimum level in order to speed the reconstruction process. 

The 30 projection setting faster achieves a higher contrast setting then the 60 projection setting.  

In theory there is an advantage to use more angels in each subset, since this makes OSEM more 

similar to MLEM. This study also shows a general pattern of lower contrasts when many subsets 

are used, and the use of too many subsets should therefore be avoided.  

For the (MEGP) collimator the best setting were the full time scan with 60 projections and four 

subsets. Looking back on graph 15 and 16 the same arguments apply for the large tumours as for 

the ELEGP collimator, but looking in the smaller tumours the chosen setting is the optimal to 

achieve better contrast in all iterations. In order to present and compare these results this 

investigation has used the term equivalent MLEM iterations, this is a used standard at Radio 

physics department in Umeå to be able to compare results with previously published papers. 

When focusing on the half-time scans it is seen that for both the MEGP and the ELEGP collimator 

60 projections and four subsets produced the highest contrast as seen in graph 17 and 18.  

Overall the contrast do not match the full-time scans but the small difference between the 

acquisition types are of large clinical interest.       

As for the reconstructions without model-based compensation some conclusions can be made 

from the plots. Like the fact that the individual projection settings group in the same order as 

with model based correction. Also for each collimator the respective contrast plots group 

together and form two distinguished groups separating both collimators. The only difference is 

that the MEGP collimator reaches overall higher contrast values than the ELEGP collimator. 

Unfortunately due to reconstructions problems the setting for MEGP with 30 projections and six 

subsets are not simulated to twenty iterations like the rest of the settings, and this can be seen 

from the very sparsely placed error bars both in the large and small tumour graphs.  

As for conclusion it would be recommended to use model-based reconstruction in clinical 

situation not just for the gain in contrast but as it presents the option to halve the acquisition 

time without lowering the contrast compared to without model-based compensation. 
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ERROR ESTIMATIONS 
Some of the used parameters are not entirely consistent with the applied theory. If on re-

examining table 8 the difference between the normalisation coefficients should be by a factor 

two. But in reality it is off by 1-2%, and this difference could be explained by the use of a ROI 

drawing program for calculation of the parameters. In each simulation the ROI’s were drawn by 

hand in a chosen projection, and the geometrical extension and liver coverage could be off by a 

couple of pixels in some cases. This explains the small percentage difference, which should have 

no significant effect on the results.    

VALIDITY OF RESULTS  
As a measure to speed the reconstruction process an automated MATLAB script was created 

were several settings were run in sequential order. By running the MS DOS program OSEMS 

from the MATLAB prompt the used memory array were allocated inefficiently. Unfortunately 

this resulted in random memory dump error messages during some of the reconstructions. 

From an evaluation perspective this could give nine perfect reconstructions according to 

theoretical models and one reconstruction sticking out. So during the progress of this 

investigation several series were re-reconstructed yielding a different result. Outliers have been 

taken care off, but it is not certain that all errors have been found, and to some degree this 

lowers the credibility of the results. The overall conclusions correspond however to established 

theory. 
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